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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which three are SGSN GPRS Mobility Management procedures?
(Choose three.)
A. Authentication
B. PDP Context Activation
C. PDP Context Deactivation
D. Routing Area Update
E. GPRS Attach
F. QoS Control
Answer: A,D,E
Explanation:
Topic 4, Billing and Statistics

NEW QUESTION: 2

You suspect a user's computer is infected by a virus.
What should you do first?
A. Replace the computer's hard disk drive
B. Install antivirus software on the computer
C. Disconnect the computer from the network
D. Restart the computer in safe mode
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A user you advise wishes to transfer variable process
instructions for automated processing directly to certain work
centers and machines in the production department (for example,
feed speed, pressing pressure, dry temperature). The user also
wishes to receive variable as-is messages (such as actual
quantities, actual times) from these work centers and machines
and to process these messages for feedback concerning
production orders. Which of the following options would you
recommend to implement these requirements?
A. Execution Steps (XSteps) and process messages
B. SAP Application Link Enabling (ALE)
C. Plant data collection (PP-PDC) interface
D. SAP Business Intelligence (BI)
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
An organization wants to remediate vulnerabilities associated
with its web servers. An initial vulnerability scan has been
performed, and analysts are reviewing the results. Before
starting any remediation, the analysts want to remove false
positives to avoid spending time on issues that are not actual
vulnerabilities. Which of the following would be an indicator
of a likely false positive?
A. Any items labeled 'low' are considered informational only.
B. 'HTTPS' entries indicate the web page is encrypted securely.
C. The scan result version is different from the automated
asset inventory.
D. Reports show the scanner compliance plug-in is out-of-date.
Answer: A
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